
The family sports car.
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Advanced technology and intelligent design engineering keep Toyota at the 

forefront in passenger car safety.  A result of Toyota’s own Global Outstanding 

Assessment (GOA) programme, which sets out to ensure that world-wide 

safety standards are not only met but exceeded, the Avensis is equipped 

with a list of impressive active and passive safety features to help protect all 

seven occupants.

Key to overall safety is the impact-absorbing body structure with a new 

high integrity cabin.  The body is engineered to help absorb and disperse 

collision energy while minimising deformation of the passenger cabin.

Dual front SRS airbags are standard and use a sensor system for safe 

deployment.  The Ultima grade offers side SRS airbags for front seat 

passengers, plus curtain shield airbags for increased protection.

The front seating positions also feature seatbelts with pre-tensioners and 

force-limiters, whilst the second row outboard seats are fitted with three-

point Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR) seatbelts with Automatic Locking 

Retractors (ALR) for child seat/capsule retention. There are three child 

restraint anchorage points on the back of the second row seats. The third 

row seats are fitted with three-point ELR seatbelts.

Front seats incorporate a passive Whiplash Injury Lessening (WIL) system 

to help reduce the chance of neck injury during a rear end collision.

Toyota’s Active Braking with intelligence (AB-i) comes standard across the 

Avensis range. AB-i includes Anti-skid Braking System (ABS) with Brake 

Assist (BA) and Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD).

ABS allows the driver to continue to steer around an obstacle under heavy 

braking, preventing the wheels from completely locking up by rapidly 

pulsing each brake calliper independently, preventing the vehicle from going 

into a skid and helping the driver retain control of steering. Additionally, 

the anti-skid function helps you avoid collision with unexpected obstacles 

by allowing you to stop in the shortest distance possible whilst still 

maintaining control.

BA is designed to assist the driver in emergency braking situations where 

the driver may not apply sufficient force to maximise braking, BA interprets 

a quick hard push of the brake pedal as a potentially dangerous situation 

and then supplements the braking power so that the car slows rapidly.

Lastly, EBD is designed to reduce stopping distances by maximising braking 

power to the wheels with the most grip. This is particularly effective when 

the vehicles stability is unsettled due to a sudden swerve during a braking 

manoeuvre, when you’re braking with a load in the boot or with passengers 

in the rear. It recognises this and adjusts the brake force, wheel by wheel, as 

required to ensure maximum braking ability is delivered at all times. This helps 

you minimise stopping distances and maintain control in emergency conditions.

ALL ROUND PERFORMANCE

Like any Toyota sports car, Avensis utilises the advanced technology to 

deliver a powerful performance. On top of that, it delivers excellent fuel 

economy, handling that’s finely tuned for easy manoeuverability, and a 

smooth quiet ride in all seven seats.

The sophisticated 2.4 litre Variable Valve Timing with Intelligence (VVT-i) 

petrol engine generates maximum power of 118kW at 5,700rpm and maximum 

torque of 221Nm at 4,000rpm.  Economical fuel consumption is linked to low 

emission levels, so Avensis is kinder to the environment too. Fuel economy 

is 9.2 litres/100 kms.*

The new generation 4-Speed automatic represents an advancement in 

transmission technology featuring Super Electronically Controlled Transmission 

(ECT). This achieves fast response times, smooth gearshifts and improved 

fuel economy.

The sleek, aerodynamic styling combined with a long wheelbase, low height 

and a wide body ensures excellent handling and stability. MacPherson strut 

front suspension system and a trailing torsion beam semi-independent rear 

suspension gives great stability on the move, with superior ride comfort and 

low road noise.

with ABS                 without ABS force-limiter seatbelts and SRS airbagpre-tensioner seatbelts and SRS airbag rear suspension

side SRS and curtain shield airbag front suspensiondriver & front passenger SRS airbags

SAFETY FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

*As per ADR 81/01 specifications.
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Clever ideas for a better tomorrow.
When will we ever be satisfied?

When will we ever be satisfied? The truth is, our designers and engineers never will. As 

soon as they’ve come up with one great idea, they’re busy creating an even better one. The 

Japanese call this ‘kaizen’ (‘continuous improvement’ to you and me). A constant flow of 

great ideas is the result.

There are already Toyota models that talk to you, guiding you home by voice using 

advanced DVD based satellite-linked technologies. We have the Hybrid Synergy Drive System 

(HSD) in the Prius. It combines petrol and electric power to halve green house gas emissions 

whilst doubling fuel economy.* Just wait, we plan to roll out HSD across a range of Toyota 

models in the near future. Even today, advanced engine technologies like VVT-i (Variable 

Valve Timing with intelligence) petrol engines in most Toyotas are giving immediate benefits 

in performance, economy and emissions.

Right now, we can also help make you feel like an expert driver off road in a 4WD 

vehicle equipped with ‘Driver Assist Technology’. We can keep you connected with friends 

via our Bluetooth™ hands-free mobile communications technology. You can also get 

immediate help using the Toyota Link communication system on selected  Toyota models.

We’ll even help you feel more positive about our planet’s future. Our environmental 

program known as the ‘Toyota Earth Charter’ has lots of great ideas. It outlines visionary 

environmental objectives to guide  Toyota worldwide. As a result, every new Toyota 

undergoes an assessment aimed at minimising its environmental impact for life.

Toyota manufacturing is getting cleaner as well. Our  Melbourne plant uses great 

ideas like waterborne paint, reducing solvent emissions. We also had the idea to develop 

recyclable plastics like Toyota Super Olefyn Polymer and Toyota Eco-Plastic which overcome 

traditional recycling difficulties. Best of all, the vehicle you’re looking at right now is filled 

with ideas like these – ideas that not only make motoring easier, they’ll make your life a 

whole lot more fun and exciting as well.

In fact, it’s little wonder at Toyota we’re incredibly optimistic about the future.

The essential Toyota values of roominess, style and environmentally advanced performance 

come together in a dynamic new way in the F3R, one of the latest concept vehicles from 

Toyota. It is a creative, sporty vehicle that defies an easy label. With a dramatic, iconic shape 

and an interior that is more adaptable and more family friendly than anything previously 

seen, the result is a stylish performance vehicle with inherent people-mover DNA. It’s 

reasonable to expect that the automotive world could soon be seeing styling elements from 

the F3R on future Toyota production vehicles

You’ll also feel safer in the future as we pursue our dream of a zero accident motoring 

environment. Innovations like radar cruise control will keep your car travelling a safe 

distance from the one ahead, even in stop-start traffic. At night, infra-red technology will 

help you see obstacles on the road ahead, way beyond the range of your eyesight. We’re 

even building cars that sense impending collisions and prepare themselves to maximise 

occupant protection.

We have so many great ideas for you just around the corner that you’ll feel that you 

“Can’t Wait for Tomorrow.”

toyota.com.au
*Tested to ADR81/01 under controlled factory conditions. Fuel consumption will vary depending on driving conditions/

style, vehicle conditions and options/accessories. 

F3R Hybrid People Mover
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F3R Hybrid People Mover

Whatever your family is in to, the Toyota Avensis has the versatility to 

handle it.  Dynamic European styling conceals a spacious interior and seven 

seats that can be configured numerous ways.  Avensis can carry everything 

from seven adults, to just you and a friend plus a couple of mountain bikes, 

a cricket kit and golf clubs.  It’s the ultimate family sports car.  Throw in the 

powerful 2.4 litre Variable Valve Timing with intelligence (VVT-i) engine, 

advanced safety features, excellent handling abilities and a smooth, quiet 

ride and you have the perfect family car.

Available in two grades (GLX and Ultima), there’s sure to be an Avensis to 

suit you and your family.  The GLX comes standard with Anti-skid Braking 

System (ABS), driver and front passenger SRS Airbags, keyless entry and air 

conditioning, whilst the luxurious Ultima adds driver and front passenger 

side and curtain shield airbags, woodgrain accents, leather steering wheel, 16" 

Alloy Wheels (4)*, front fog lights, rear spoiler, rear privacy glass and roof rails.

Take a look at the seating arrangements, how you arrange the three rows of 

seats depends on how many passengers or how much cargo you have to carry.

The second row seats split 60:40 and can be folded forward, together or 

separately. The third row seats are split 50:50 and can be folded flat for 

additional cargo space.  A unique underfloor compartment behind the third 

row seats is large enough to hold a set of golf clubs and provides substantial 

storage space, even with all three rows of seats in place.  A rear cargo cover 

conceals items placed behind the third row seat.

Fold down the second and third row seats and cargo space expands 

substantially.  More than enough for any active family.  Integrated load tie 

down hooks in the second and third rows secure cargo when you’re on the 

move and there are six standard cup holders and four 1.25 litre bottle holders 

to ensure your team will never get thirsty.

 

Ultima model shown

AMAZING VERSATILITY

*Spare Space Saver Wheel
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Wherever you sit, you will be more than comfortable. The premium quality 

of the interior is apparent in the attention to detail, fit and refinement of 

all components.

Boasting sports style front seats, the driver’s seat is height adjustable and 

both front seats have adjustable inboard armrests.

Standard features include automatic climate control air conditioning, with 

overhead directional vents in the second and third row seating area to 

circulate air throughout the interior of the car. Tilt adjustable power steering 

accommodates all types of drivers and multi-reflector headlights ensure 

clear vision during night driving. Whilst cruise control makes those long

trips a breeze.

A single disc CD player with MP3 compatibility, AM/FM tuner and Audio Input 

compatible with iPod® or other portable MP3 players is standard on GLX 

models, while hands-free mobile phone use is made possible in the Avensis 

Ultima through Bluetooth™† technology in the audio system^. Ultima 

models also feature a 6-disc CD changer.

Avensis also features power steering, mirrors and one-touch auto up and 

down power windows.

An anti-jam function will also stop and retract any window, should something 

get trapped between the closing window and the door frame – very helpful 

with children in the car. Tinted privacy glass is used in the rear and back 

windows of Ultima models.

Further security is provided by remote door locking with integrated engine 

immobiliser, making access easy and helping to protect what is sure to 

become one of your most valuable possessions.

Ultima model shown

COMFORT

† Bluetooth™ will only operate with telephones enabled with compatible Bluetooth™ 
wireless technology (HFP [Hands Free Profile] version 1.0 and OPP [Object Push Profile] 
version 1.1 international standards). 

®iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Australia Pty. Ltd.
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Avensis Ultima is accessorised with Roof Racks, Front Weathershield, Headlamp Covers, Bonnet Protector, Mudflaps and Towball & Trailer Wiring Harness with Rear Step Protector.

TOYOTA GENUINE ACCESSORIES 

Avensis versatility extends to the extras. Choose from a stylish range of 

Toyota Genuine Accessories to add your own personal touch. 

SANDOWN ALLOY WHEELS (A) The Sandown 15" x 6.5" Alloy Wheel is suitable 

for Avensis' original tyres and has 6 dual spokes for a distinctive, race-bred 

look. It also features a stylish painted silver finish. And of course, it has been 

tested to pass Toyota's durability standards. (Applicable for GLX only)

Note: Accessory Alloy Wheel can not fit in Avensis tyre holder. Sandown Alloy Wheels should

be purchased in a set of 4.

ROOF RACKS (B) Toyota Genuine Roof Racks are designed and tested by 

Toyota for maximum performance and practicality. Featuring two distinctive 

styles - rail mounts for the Avensis Ultima, and roof clamps for the GXL, they 

are easy to fit and remove as required. (Applicable for GLX & Ultima only)

BONNET PROTECTOR (C) A Toyota Genuine Bonnet Protector guards against 

stone chips, scratches and conforms to the Avensis bonnet shape. Can be 

removed for cleaning and is made from long lasting, UV-resistant acrylic. 

(Applicable to all models)

HEADLAMP COVERS (D) Toyota Genuine Headlamp Covers provide extra 

protection against stone chips and scratches and are designed for a snug 

fit. They are easily removed for cleaning and are made from heavy duty, 

UV-resistant acrylic. (Applicable to all models)

CARPET FLOOR MATS (E) Protect the floor of your car with a front and 

second row of Toyota Genuine Carpet Floor Mats. Featuring high quality plush 

carpet and a safety retainer system on the driver's mat, these mats combine 

luxury and practicality. (Applicable to all models)

MUD FLAPS (F) Protect the paintwork of your Avensis from mud, grime and 

stone chips with a set of Toyota Genuine Mud Flaps. They're easy to install, 

and because they are designed specifically for Avensis, they fit securely, 

and flatter the lines of the vehicle. Choose front or rear, or both! (Applicable 

to all models)

TOWBAR WITH REAR STEP PROTECTOR, TOWBALL AND TRAILER WIRING 

HARNESS± (G) Toyota Genuine Towbars are the only bars developed, tested 

and approved by Toyota engineers to stringent Toyota safety standards. 

This bar is practical, attractive and tough, with a 1000kg (braked) capacity 

and a Rear Step Protector to help prevent damage to your rear bumper. 

Toyota also offers a 7 pin flat Trailer Wiring Harness to suit most towing 

applications. Towball sold separately. (Not compatible with Park Assist) 

(Applicable to all models)

PARKASSIST - REVERSE PARKING SENSOR (H) Wherever you are, Toyota

Genuine ParkAssist makes short work of any parking situation. With four 

colour-keyed sensors mounted in the rear bumper of the vehicle, it

beeps from within the cabin with increasing frequency as the vehicle 

reverses closer to objects behind. (Not compatible with Towbar)

(Applicable to all models)

FRONT WEATHERSHIELD (I) A simple accessory that adds driver comfort,

the Toyota Genuine Weathershield allows you to enjoy fresh air with 

reduced effect from the Elements.  It is also UV-resistant with a slight tint 

to reduce glare. Installation is simple with no drilling required. (Applicable 

to all models)

6-IN-DASH MP3 COMPATIBLE CD CHANGER AND RADIO WITH BLUETOOTH™†

COMMUNICATIONS AND AUDIO INPUT (J) (Applicable for GLX only)

SATELLITE NAVIGATION^ AUDIO SYSTEM INCLUDING 4-IN-DASH MP3 

COMPATIBLE CD CHANGER WITH BLUETOOTH™† & COMMUNICATIONS (K) 

(Applicable to all models)

AUDIO CABLE AND CAR CHARGER FOR IPOD® (L) Suits all dockable iPods® 

(Applicable to all models)

Some Toyota Genuine Accessories are not applicable to all models. See your Dealer for advice 
regarding Toyota Genuine Accessories. Pictured Accessories are all sold separately.  For a 
comprehensive guide on the entire range of Toyota Genuine Accessories, visit our website at 
accessories.toyota.com.au.

Toyota Genuine Accessories come with our Toyota Warranty*
*All Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased and fitted to a Toyota are warranted for the 
remainder of the New Vehicle Warranty of 12 months, whichever is greater. Toyota Genuine 
Accessories purchased from an authorised Toyota Dealer over the counter are warranted from 
the date of purchase for one year (unlimited kilometres). Conditions apply. All warranties are 
additional to the implied warranties under the Trade Practices Act 1974. 

±Towbar capacity is subject to regulatory requirements, Towbar design, vehicle design and 
Towing equipment limitations.
†Bluetooth™ will only operate with telephones enabled with compatible Bluetooth™ wireless 
technology (HFP [Hands Free Profile] version 1.0 and OPP [Object Push Profile] version 1.1 
international standards). 
^Current Satellite Navigation Audio Systems cover major capital and primary national road 
networks, as well as offering some coverage of regional areas.
®iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Australia Pty. Ltd.
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beeps from within the cabin with increasing frequency as the vehicle 

reverses closer to objects behind. (Not compatible with Towbar)

(Applicable to all models)

FRONT WEATHERSHIELD (I) A simple accessory that adds driver comfort,

the Toyota Genuine Weathershield allows you to enjoy fresh air with 

reduced effect from the Elements.  It is also UV-resistant with a slight tint 

to reduce glare. Installation is simple with no drilling required. (Applicable 

to all models)

6-IN-DASH MP3 COMPATIBLE CD CHANGER AND RADIO WITH BLUETOOTH™†

COMMUNICATIONS AND AUDIO INPUT (J) (Applicable for GLX only)

SATELLITE NAVIGATION^ AUDIO SYSTEM INCLUDING 4-IN-DASH MP3 

COMPATIBLE CD CHANGER WITH BLUETOOTH™† & COMMUNICATIONS (K) 

(Applicable to all models)

AUDIO CABLE AND CAR CHARGER FOR IPOD® (L) Suits all dockable iPods® 

(Applicable to all models)

Some Toyota Genuine Accessories are not applicable to all models. See your Dealer for advice 
regarding Toyota Genuine Accessories. Pictured Accessories are all sold separately.  For a 
comprehensive guide on the entire range of Toyota Genuine Accessories, visit our website at 
accessories.toyota.com.au.

Toyota Genuine Accessories come with our Toyota Warranty*
*All Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased and fitted to a Toyota are warranted for the 
remainder of the New Vehicle Warranty of 12 months, whichever is greater. Toyota Genuine 
Accessories purchased from an authorised Toyota Dealer over the counter are warranted from 
the date of purchase for one year (unlimited kilometres). Conditions apply. All warranties are 
additional to the implied warranties under the Trade Practices Act 1974. 

±Towbar capacity is subject to regulatory requirements, Towbar design, vehicle design and 
Towing equipment limitations.
†Bluetooth™ will only operate with telephones enabled with compatible Bluetooth™ wireless 
technology (HFP [Hands Free Profile] version 1.0 and OPP [Object Push Profile] version 1.1 
international standards). 
^Current Satellite Navigation Audio Systems cover major capital and primary national road 
networks, as well as offering some coverage of regional areas.
®iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Australia Pty. Ltd.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE - PLEASE READ: You must check with your Toyota dealer when ordering to ensure your vehicle with your chosen specifications is available and that the vehicle can be delivered within a timeframe which is suitable to you.

Toyota Australia has used reasonable endeavours to ensure this material is correct at the time of publication. However, because the availability of vehicles with certain specifications, equipment and colours may vary from time to time, you should not rely on 

this material but should contact your Toyota dealer to confirm that this material is up to date. Toyota Australia reserves the right to change, without notice, at any time prices, colours, materials, equipment, specifications and discontinue colours/models. Colours 

displayed here are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to printing/display processes. To the extent permitted by law, Toyota Australia will not be liable for any damage, loss or expense incurred as a result of reliance on this brochure.

# Conditions apply. All warranties are additional to implied warranties under the Trade Practices Act 1974.          

*  All Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased and fitted to a Toyota are warranted for the remainder of the New Vehicle Warranty or 12 months, whichever is greater. Toyota Genuine Accessories purchased from an authorised Toyota Dealer over the counter are 

warranted from the date of purchase for one year (unlimited kilometres). Conditions apply. All warranties are additional to the implied warranties under the Trade Practices Act 1974.     

** Toyota Insurance products are underwritten by Aioi Insurance Co. Ltd. (Aioi), a member of the Toyota Group of Companies. The Insurer is Aioi. A Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) is available from participating Toyota Dealers or from Toyota Insurance by calling 

137200. You should consider the PDS before making a decision about this product. Terms and conditions apply.         

^ Applicable only to Toyota vehicles.             

^^ Extended Warranty is not available for all vehicles (e.g taxis, rental and courier vehicles). Please ask your participating Toyota Dealer about eligibility.

Distributed nationally by Toyota Motor Corporation Australia Limited. ABN 64 009 686 097. Cnr Gannons Rd & Captain Cook Drive Caringbah, NSW 2229. Part No. AVENSIS0907. Printed September 2007.

TOYOTA ON  THE  WORLD  WIDE  WEB

For a comprehensive guide to the entire range of Toyota vehicles, accessories, merchandise and a whole lot more, visit our Internet site at: 

toyota.com.au

AT  TOYOTA ,  WE ’RE  HERE  FOR  THE  LONG  RUN

The Toyota Long Run Warranty - every new Toyota is proudly backed by a 3 year/100,000km warranty which provides you with peace of 

mind and care free motoring (conditions apply).#

TOYOTA GENU INE  SERV I CE

The advanced engineering and technology of every new Toyota is best maintained by the specialist skills only a Toyota Service Centre 

can provide. Toyota trained technicians have intuitive knowledge and use state-of the-art diagnostic equipment to ensure your 

Toyota is serviced for optimal performance, effi ciency and longevity. The use of Toyota Genuine Parts with a 12 month, unlimited 

kilometre warranty# gives you further security and peace of mind - all of which adds up to a genuinely better service.

TOYOTA GENU INE  ACCE SSOR IE S 

When you choose Toyota Genuine Accessories you’re adding even more personality, protection and practicality to your Toyota - tailoring 

it to your individual lifestyle needs. Toyota Genuine Accessories are designed, tested and manufactured to strict Toyota Standards. This 

quality and reliability is supported with our Toyota Warranty*. For customised fit, and real peace of mind, keep the feeling 100% Genuine, 

keep your Toyota all Toyota.

TOYOTA INSUR ANCE**

Toyota Insurance provides reliable and cost effective protection for the things that are important to your life such as your

Toyota vehicle.

MOTOR  VEH IC LE  INSUR ANCE**

Toyota Insurance’s Comprehensive Motor Vehicle Policy is tailored specifically for Toyota customers. Key benefits include:

 � Replacement of your new Toyota if it is a total loss so long as it is less than 3 years old and has travelled less   

  than 100,000kms

 � Toyota Genuine parts promise.^

 � Quality repair guarantee for the duration of your vehicle ownership (when repaired at a Toyota Insurance    

  Approved Repairer).

 � Continuity of your current rating and No Claim Bonus entitlement when you switch to Toyota Insurance.

 � 24 hours, 7 days a week claims service and “at scene” driver accident assistance.

In addition, if your Toyota vehicle is equipped with Toyota Link and is stolen, the standard policy excess will be waived (subject to the 

terms & conditions of the Toyota Insurance Motor Vehicle policy).

For more information on Toyota Insurance** products, including Finance Gap Insurance and Payment Protection Insurance, please contact 

your participating Toyota Dealer, call us on 137 200, 8.30am to 6.00pm (EST) Monday to Friday or visit www.toyotainsurance.com.au

TOYOTA E X TR A C ARE

Toyota Extra Care offers a wide range of Warranty and Roadside Assist solutions to provide you with protection for your Toyota so you can 

enjoy worry free motoring.

E X TENDED  WARR ANT Y

Whether your Toyota is new or used, a Toyota Extra Care Extended Factory Warranty can help protect you from expensive repair bills and 

the rising costs of parts and labour for years to come.

 � Offers new Toyota vehicle owners the opportunity to extend the Toyota new vehicle warranty

 � Includes additional items such as towing, car hire and accommodation

 � Choice of 1, 2 & 3 year extended warranty plans available

 � No excess to pay

If you have not purchased a Toyota Extra Care Extended Factory Warranty at the time of vehicle purchase, we can offer you a Toyota 

Insurance Factory Approved Extended Warranty** which offers the same type of protection. A Toyota Insurance Factory Approved 

Extended Warranty must be purchased prior to the expiry of your new vehicle warranty.^^

ROADS IDE  ASS I ST

Toyota Extra Care Roadside Assist provides you and your family with access to emergency roadside assistance 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week, 365 days a year, giving you total peace of mind. You can choose between the Standard plan or the Plus plan for additional benefits.

For more information on Roadside Assist or any of the Toyota Extra Care range of products, please contact your participating Toyota Dealer 

or call us on 137 200, 8.30am to 6.00pm (EST) Monday to Friday or visit www.toyotaextracare.com.au.

TOYOTA F INANC IAL SERV I CE S :

Toyota Financial Services is here to help you with a range of easy vehicle finance options that can help you get in the driving seat faster. 

Whether it’s a new or used vehicle, or a range of vehicles, we can tailor a personal or business finance solution to suit you. We have 

numerous financing options to suit your particular income, taxation and structural requirements. Whether you require a simple consumer 

loan, a novated lease for you or your employees, or serviced leasing on your small-business tool of trade vehicles.

For further information on our range of finance options or to discuss the best option for you, please contact your participating Toyota 

Dealer or call us on 137 200, 8.30am to 6.00pm (EST) Monday to Friday, or visit www.toyotafinance.com.au

Toyota Financial Services is a division of Toyota Finance Australia Limited ABN 48 002 435 181.




